Speaker Biographies and Presentation Information

Peter Blood
Since his retirement from a full-time academic career, Peter has developed an
amateur interest in energy-efficient buildings and has followed this up by completing
an EnerPhit-certified retrofit of a cottage in a conservation area within the Brecon
Beacons National Park.
Simon Brown, Principal, Sustain by Design
After ten years travelling, building, and doing community work, Simon trained at the
Welsh School of Architecture. He set up in practice in his second year, and has been
focussed on eco-design for over 30 years, including a spell helping to establish the
Architype west office. Now returned to the land of individual houses, barn conversions
and the like, he works extensively with the ‘AECB borders’ crew."
Beacons of EnerPhit: two contrasting self-build refurbishments in the Brecon Beacons
Friday 15 July | 16.00
This talk is concerned with the experiences of retrofitting two nearby residential properties by individuals with
no prior hands-on experience of EnerPHit projects. The speakers have different backgrounds and, while one
property was purchased with a view to retrofit, the other is a somewhat challenging barn conversion. The aim
of the talk is to share their experiences with other actual or potential self-builders and to reflect on the
interactions between the variety of people involved: experienced Passivhaus professionals, novice builders
and inexperienced clients.

Helen Brown, Encraft
Helen Brown is Head of Building Physics at Encraft and a Certified Passivhaus
Consultant. Her team provides Passivhaus consultancy, thermal modelling, building
services design and air tightness testing services.
The current focus of her work is a project which is seeking to understand the
performance gap found in new build housing, with a view to developing a new
insurance product that would guarantee a home’s energy performance.
Ventilation PowWow
Saturday 16 July | 10.30
This extended workshop session will bring together insight and advice based on case study installations from
several ventilation practitioners.
A series of short talks and panel discussion will include an overview of different types of ventilation systems;
Industry experience: Pros and cons of MVHR & alternatives; Issues around delivery and installation; Where
the industry is going: demand controlled and decentralised MVHR; MVHR maintenance & commissioning
challenges and best practice; Why MVHR is not just for Passivhaus

Bill Butcher Green Building Store
Bill Butcher, Director of Green Building Store, has been the project
leader of the Denby Dale Passivhaus, Stirley Farm EnerPHit and
Golcar Passivhaus projects and has just completed the Cumberworth
radical retrofit project. Originally trained as a quantity surveyor, he has
over 40 years’ building experience, including construction of the
Longwood low-energy house in the early 1990s.
Bill is a Certified Passive House Consultant and a Certified Passive
House Tradesperson. He also serves on the Technical Panel of the
Passivhaus Trust and teaches on the Construction module of the
CarbonLite CEPH Designer course.
CarbonLite Retrofit Demo | CLR Certification: Cumberworth case study
Friday 15 July | 14.00 With Andy Simmonds and Tim Martel

Ralph Carpenter Modece Architects
Ralph Carpenter Dip Arch RIBA is a Chartered Architect and Partner in
Modece Architects founded 1985 and based in Hartest, a rural office
located between Bury St Edmunds and Sudbury. Modece Architects
are a design led practice and winners of numerous national
competitions and design awards. Projects include community buildings,
social housing, private housing and commercial buildings
Ralph Carpenter is now in demand throughout Europe for his expertise
in the design of deep green buildings, many of which make use of hemp
in their construction.
A case for solar powered architecture
Friday 15 July | 16.00
In view of the increasing speed with which the world’s resources are being degraded, surely we have a duty to
specify building materials which are generated by solar energy in whatever form that may be.
How do we move beyond theory, and an over reliance on theoretical test data, towards a reliance on practical
evidence based data to deliver buildings which work for their users?
And how can we reassess the design principles we adopt, particularly in relation to dwellings, to move beyond
19th century stereotypes with frills on.
The presentation will focus on designs which are relevant to 21st century living, using materials which respond
to the need for nature to do most of the work for us.

Alan Clarke Building services engineer, energy consultant and certified
Passivhaus designer
Alan Clarke is an energy and building services engineer specialising in
Passivhaus design, building on long experience of low energy and
ecological construction. He works with architects on a range of
housing, school and office projects, newbuild and retrofit. These include
individual houses, social housing, a cohousing scheme in Lancaster,
and retrofits of buildings both historic and relatively modern.

With experience of carrying out energy surveys and of monitoring his own completed projects he is a keen
advocate of making building services as simple as possible. This fits the Passivhaus approach of designing a
building fabric which needs very little input to maintain comfort
Ventilation PowWow
Where the industry is going, demand controlled and decentralised MVHR
Saturday 16 July | 12.30

Steve Clarke, Green Building Store
Steve Clarke is Services Engineer for Green Building Store’s MVHR Design
Service, which has a national reputation for expertise in supplying MVHR
systems to meet Passivhaus requirements. A qualified electrician, Steve has
over 40 years’ experience working in the construction industry, with over 3
years of experience in designing and commissioning MVHR systems
throughout the UK.

Ventilation PowWow
MVHR maintenance and commissioning challenges and best practice
Saturday 16 July | 10.30
Steve will be sharing his experiences of best practice design and commissioning of MVHR systems for
Passivhaus projects. As well as designing and commissioning systems designed by Green Building Store,
Steve is also regularly asked to investigate problems with systems that other companies have not designed or
installed properly. Typical issues he has been called upon to trouble-shoot are: noise, leaking condensation,
poor air circulation and over-consumption of electricity. Steve will be presenting the dos and don’ts of MVHR
design, commissioning and maintenance to help your project avoid these pitfalls.

David Gale ARB RIBA, Director, Gale & Snowden Architects & Engineers /
Building Biology Association UK
David is a Director of both Gale & Snowden Architects and The Building
Biology Association UK. His background is in Biology, having studied Applied
Biological Science before becoming an Architect.
Holding a Diploma in Applied Permaculture Design, David’s work focuses on
regenerative design based on Permaculture principles. David is interested in
integrating ecology, building physics, building biology, architecture and
landscape design in a desire to create healthy uplifting environments that are
life enhancing.
Recently David has been working in Partnership with the Institute of Building Biology + Sustainability (IBN) in
Germany to set up the English speaking IBN Building Biology Consultants on-line course in the UK.
Tomas Gärtner ARB RIBA, Director, Gale & Snowden Architects & Engineers /
Building Biology Association UK
Tomas trained and worked as an Architect in Germany prior to moving to the UK in
2007 when he joined Gale & Snowden Architects and Mechanical Engineers.
Since 1992 the practice’s team of architects, mechanical engineers, Passivhaus
designers, landscape architects, permaculture designers and planners specialises
exclusively in integrated, ecological and sustainable design and planning.

In 2014 Gale & Snowden have become the first Building Biology Consultancy in the UK to be officially
accredited by the Institute for Building Biology and Ecology (IBN) in Germany. Tomas was the project
Architect on the practice’s multi residential, certified Passivhaus projects in the UK. Currently he works on a
range of Passivhaus schemes including residential, commercial and leisure facilities. Tomas is a Director at
Gale & Snowden and a chartered member of the RIBA and ARB. He is a licensed Code for Sustainable
Homes Assessor (BRE), Certified Passivhaus Designer CEPH and certified Building Biologist IBN.
IBN Building Biology Consultants Course
Saturday 16 July | 12.30
This presentation will introduce Building Biology and the recently launched English speaking on-line IBN
Building Biology Course.
Since 1977, the IBN Building Biology Consultant Course has been at the core of the ZFU-approved training
program to become an IBN Building Biology Consultant. The main mission of the program is to educate and
promote competence in the field of healthy, sustainable, and holistic building practices in living and work
environments.
Available in the UK for the first time, and aimed at homeowners, students, and construction and
medical professionals, the eagerly anticipated IBN Building Biology Consultant course is fully accredited by
the Institute of Building Biology + Sustainability, or Institut für Baubiologie + Nachhaltigkeit (IBN).
The online Course provides an interdisciplinary educational opportunity for building professionals such as
architects, engineers, technicians, tradespeople, staff members of construction companies, building material
manufacturers and suppliers, housing agencies, building management companies, as well as (environmental
medicine) health care professionals, but also for students from e.g. technical colleges and homeowners.
The main mission of the course is to educate and promote competence in the field of healthy, sustainable, and
holistic building practices as well as natural lifestyles.
The workshop will cover the content of this course and explain how to become a qualified IBN Building Biology
Consultant. Following the workshop Tomas and David will be happy to discuss course admission on a one to
one basis.

David Garlovsky, Recovery Insulation
David Garlovsky is CEO of Recovery Insulation - a social enterprise/company and
trading arm of the Schools & Homes Energy Education Project/Solar-Active charity,
established in 2002 to manufacture a non-itch low carbon thermal and acoustic
insulation from recycled cotton/denim. As a social enterprise, we stand apart from other
insulation companies in donating a proportion of sales income to Solar-Active to
conduct renewable energy and energy efficiency activities in educational
establishments and general public.
David has pioneered an education methodology that fosters enjoyment in
teaching/learning; effective in encouraging invention, problem solving through gaining
employable skills in scientific, technology, engineering and mathematical concepts.
Challenges to specifying low carbon insulation
Saturday 16 July | 12.30
Case studies will be presented demonstrating lower carbon emissions can be achieved to manufacture an insulation
using circular economy principles compared to conventional linear production systems. Emerging supply chain
management challenges and market dynamics will be discussed together with results of LCA assessments to propose
changes to manufacturing process and supply chain on overall carbon footprint.
Coverage includes the evaluation criteria presented for discussion to factor in as a monitory value for what is normally
considered a non-monitory value of LC insulation. A proposal to establish a simple energy rating index similar to the
European Eco label that provides an A-G energy efficiency rating for all electrical items is discussed.

Nick Grant, Elemental Solutions
Nick Grant is a freelance building consultant with a lifelong passion for
doing more with less. He has no professional qualifications having
dropped out of two universities in the 1980s to follow his interests.
Whilst thankful for a basic grounding in engineering, he is mostly selftaught. His interest in closing the performance gap led him to his first
Passive House conference in 2007. Nick is a practical engineer, tinkerer
and self-builder with a keen interest in theory as a useful tool. He is
known for questioning everything, including the need to question
everything. Nick will try and give a fresh take on his usual themes.
A very passive passivhaus archive; performance through radical simplicity
Saturday 16 July | 10.30
The first Passivhaus (sic) archive in the UK draws considerable inspiration from the passive (sic) approach to
archive and museum storage developed by Tim Padfield and colleagues in Denmark. Performance has
exceeded expectations suggesting considerable simplification would be possible in future.
Tech Talk: Value Engineering
Saturday 16 July | 14.30
Nick has been asked to repeat his 60 minute valued engineering workshop from last year’s event in 15
minutes whilst speaking at half the speed. He also wants to include something new so come along and see!

Dr Tina Holt PIEMA
Tina’s career started with a PhD looking at the impacts of climate change
on coastlines followed by 10 years as a business systems consultant and
project manager.
She then returned to her environmental roots, working for Global Action
Plan. As a founding member of her local Transition group, she organised
open house events and projects including “Eco Houses under
Construction” and “Homes Behaving Badly” (HOBBS for short) within her
local community.
In 2011-12, Tina and her partner refurbished their family home,
transforming it from hard-to-heat to ultra-low energy using “Passivhaus”
methodology. It is by far the most comfortable house she has ever lived
in, and used just 21 kWh/m2/yr for space heating in 2014.
Tina has provided energy efficiency consultancy and thermal imaging for several years, and she has recently
been involved in editing the new CarbonLite Retrofit course.
CarbonLite Retrofit: Ambitious, safer retrofit for better, healthier buildings
Friday 15 July | 12.30 With Andy Simmonds

Paul Jennings, Encraft
Paul Jennings of Encraft has over 25 years of experience of airtightness
testing. This has included most of the UK Passivhaus stock, from the first
domestic and non-domestic PH certified builds, both in Machynlleth, and
more recently the 44-unit Lancaster Co-housing project. He is currently
providing airtightness testing & technical support on several major EnerPHit
refurbishments.
Paul pioneered using concise visual summaries of an Air Barrier Strategy
alongside Air Barrier Drawings as essential elements in achieving airtight
buildings, and developed and led the first trainings for Airtightness
Champions, the key on-site role to ensure an airtight design is realised.
Airtightness Pow Wow
Friday 15 July | 14.00
Find out what is required to deliver Passivhaus at a practical level and how to comply with QA issues and
testing. Led by leading airtightness experts this extended workshop session will bring together insight and
advice based on case study results from several practitioners who have delivered to the Passivhaus standard
Airtightness demonstrations are a key part of the workshop so come prepared to have a go!

Stephen Letch, Master Thatcher
Stephen has thatched in East Anglia since 1975 and has worked with all
the traditional thatch materials during this time.
His work related achievements include Chairman of both the East Anglia
Master Thatchers Association and National Thatching Straw Growers
Association (founding member) and design & project officer for a joint
Historic England/NTSGA thatching straw research project. He has also
lobbied for and designed the draft of the present ongoing thatch fire
research project being carried out by the Fire Protection Association on
behalf of Historic England and the NFU.
Thatching workshop
Friday 15 July | 14.00
The thatching workshop presentation will include:









Making of thatched wall panels, hands on.
Different thatch materials and fixing characteristics
History of thatching
Research work carried out on straw thatch and growing production
Thatch fire research to date
Benefits and green credentials of thatch
Thatch myths and obstacles that stand in the way of future wider acceptance in the new build sector and
re-instatement of thatch on older building stock
How to move thatch forward in the 21st century

Andrew Lovett, Professor of Geography, University of East Anglia
Andrew’s academic background is in human geography and since he
moved to UEA in 1990 he has been involved in a range of projects
concerned with applications of geographical information systems (GIS),
landscape visualisation software and statistical techniques. At present he
has particular interests in issues of rural land-use change, natural capital
and ecosystem services, future energy pathways and catchment
management, including projects funded by the Natural Environment
Research Council, Economic and Social Research Council and the
Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs.
Tech Talk: Nature Capital: Making decisions as if nature mattered
Saturday 16 July | 14.30
One of the requirements for achieving sustainable development is to treat the environment not simply as a
constraint on economic activity, but rather as an integral part of the economy. Nature needs to be regarded as
a set of assets with the core policy objective that over time the aggregate level of natural capital should not
decline. This lecture introduces the concepts of natural capital and ecosystem services, explains how they can
be incorporated into decision-making and illustrates their application in the context of the ADVENT research
project concerned with valuing natural capital in low carbon energy transitions.

Liz Male MBE Liz Male Consulting
Liz is the founder and director of LMC. She has more than 25 years'
experience of issues-led PR and marketing for the property and construction
industry, working for clients, contractors, consultants, insurers and suppliers,
as well as membership organisations, industry trade associations and
professional institutes. She has particular understanding of communicating
sustainability and the issues surrounding energy efficiency and low carbon
buildings. Liz is a Trustee of the National Energy Foundation, a member of
the AECB and an experienced facilitator, trained by the Environment Council
in stakeholder dialogue.
Liz is a former member of the Government’s Construction Leadership Council in her other capacity as nonexecutive chairman of TrustMark, the Government-backed scheme to raise standards across building trades
and signpost consumers to reputable tradespeople in the home repair and improvement sector. She is
currently supporting the Bonfield Review as a member of the implementation board. Liz was appointed MBE in
2015 for services to construction and consumer protection.
Tech Talk: Communicating sustainability
Saturday 16 July | 14.30
How do we communicate environmental sustainability in a “cut the green crap” era. How do we get people
excited and interested in new developments in energy efficiency and low carbon building, and what policy or
news hooks might help us?

Tim Martel, MCIAT CEPH
Tim is a freelance Chartered Technologist and Passivhaus Designer with a
background in calculations through commercial R&D. He works with
Simmonds.Mills Architects and others with newbuild and retrofit, mostly for
domestic projects. He is an expert in the Omnisense monitoring system and
developed the calculations and case study reports used in the CarbonLite
Retrofit course.
He also developed the AECB’s economics calculations; reports compare the
economics of 10 approaches per house for the CarbonLite Retrofit course.
Monitoring CLR Results
Friday 15 July | 14.00 With Bill Butcher and Andy Simmonds
The AECB monitors 10 sites for the CarbonLite Retrofit course and Simmonds.Mills monitors 2 for commercial
clients. This presentation will look at a project near Huddersfield. Mineral wool internal insulation was applied
as IWI to a cavity wall assembly and we look at how it has performed. Essentially there are 2 main questions:
(1) is the insulation working safely? And (2) if not, where is the moisture coming from and how? These two
questions are answered through estimates of mould risk, vapour gradients, capillary gradients, moisture is
taken up by materials from the air and diffusion.

Brian Murphy, Green Building Encyclopaedia and National Green Specification
Brian Murphy is a technician and architect by training, specification writer by
choice and environmentalist by action. He joined the green movement late,
speaking at Green is the Colour in 1999 and joining AECB and TGR
committees shortly afterwards.
In 2001 he launched the National Green Specification followed by the
GreenSpec website in 2003. 2012 saw an exit strategy from GreenSpec to
create Green Building Encyclopaedia (GBE) online. So far he has created
1800 pages out of 30,000 anticipated pages of GBE.
Brian has also written over 1000 CPD seminars on environmental construction, specification and professional
practice a 9000 term jargon buster and 150 page environmental checklist (do this, avoid that).
Capturing AECB corporate and guru knowledge before it’s lost forever
How Green Building Encyclopaedia can join it all up and make it accessible to a wider audience.
Saturday 16 July | 12.30
The 2012 AECB Goldsmith College Conference identified problems: an ageing membership needing to recruit
a younger audience and the need to capture knowledge of senior gurus before they retired.
The AECB Forum is full of golden nuggets but surrounded by chatter: this information could be reduced to its
essence and captured in a more accessible format.
Green Building Encyclopaedia is willing to orchestrate the capture of this information if others are willing to put
time into sieving. Crowd Funding platforms have indicated GBE is fundable and a 3D interface even more so.
Brian will promote a joint venture to Crowd Fund, capture and disseminate AECB know-how.

Ian Prichett, Greencore Construction and Hempsec Ltd
Ian Pritchett BSc(hons) is a physics graduate from Durham University. He
started IJP Building Conservation in 1986 when the revival of traditional
materials was in its infancy. His growing awareness of environmental issues
and belief that traditional materials have an important role in the future of
mainstream construction lead to the formation of Lime Technology Ltd. (in
2002), a company dedicated to pushing the use of traditional lime mortars into
the new build market, as an ecological alternative to cement, by the innovative
use of modern methods.
Following various senior roles at Lime Technology, Ian left in 2013 and set up Greencore Construction Ltd. – a
company dedicated to the construction of low and zero-carbon buildings for discerning clients – where he is
currently Managing Director.
Greencore is mainly involved in the manufacture and erection of building super-structures using its own
Hempcell system. This is a closed panel timber frame system insulated with Lime-Hemp and natural fibre
insulation. Greencore uses predictive thermal modelling as a design tool in advance and post completion
monitoring to ensure its building deliver to the required design performance (eliminating the performance gap).
Greencore Construction has a subsidiary, Hempsec Ltd. a research company set up to participate in the
Hempsec EU funded project at the Centre for Innovative Construction Materials at Bath University. The project
is developing low embodied energy (high thermal performance) building materials and systems - mainly based
on timber, hemp and lime. The system will then be franchised to partners in other EU countries.
Ian is an acknowledged expert in the field of traditional, low energy building materials and gives numerous
lectures on the subject. Ian has pioneered the use of lime mortars and lime-hemp through a combination of
practical and technical expertise, supplying lime products to hundreds of new building projects including the
new Channel Tunnel Rail link Terminal at St Pancras Station, Chelsea Royal Hospital, the new Adnams
Brewery Distribution centre, M&S store at Cheshire Oaks, the new Science Museum Archive, hundreds of
houses and numerous schools and other non-domestic buildings.
Bringing hemp lime into commercially viable off-site manufacture
Saturday 16 July | 10.30

Jackie Richards, Whole House Energy
Jackie is a Low Energy Building Consultant with 10 years experience in renewable
technology and low energy building design. She has a BSc in Environmental Science
and an MSc in Architecture and Energy and has worked on both domestic and
commercial scale Passivhaus and low energy buildings and renewable technology
projects. Jackie is also a BREEAM Accredited Professional
Mind the Gap; tackling construction sector silo mentality
Saturday 16 July | 10.30

Fergus Rolfe, Commercial Services Manager, The Enterprise Centre
Fergus manages the strategy and commercial activity of The Enterprise Centre “The
Uk’s greenest building” developing initiatives within the business facing low carbon
sector, with particular reference to the establishment of a green business cluster. He
develops new income stream strategies through the utilisation of The Enterprise
Centre as a high quality business location and a demonstrator of low carbon best
practice in the built environment.

Fergus is an experienced project manager of numerous sustainable development projects; with a strong focus
in the low carbon built environment sector.
He has delivered of a wide range of projects including life-cycle analysis, sustainable material implementation,
building performance monitoring, and the delivery of carbon reduction measures and initiatives.
Fergus has worked for and with major Energy Suppliers, Government Agencies, Local Authorities, NonGovernment Organisations and a wide range of businesses and communities. He has extensive experience in
building strong and lasting relationships with clients, providing technical expertise, managerial support and
leadership.
The Journey to Adapt
Friday 15 July | 11.15

Gareth Selby Technical Associate , Architype
As Technical Associate at Architype, Gareth has worked on a number of
Passivhaus projects as Architect and CEPH Designer including the
recently completed UEA Enterprise Centre and Hackbridge Primary
School, which is also designed to be Carbon Zero. Gareth is also a
project manager on the RAPIERE software project in lifecycle carbon, a
collaboration between Architype, Sweet Group, Chapman-BDSP and
Green Space Live to produce a fast, cloud based, lifecycle carbon and
cost software. Gareth is a Trustee for a children’s charity called Mat to
Fore based in Ghana, and a Director of a Charity called CREATIVenergie
that delivers training and exemplar projects in appropriate construction
and energy technology, currently with projects in Kenya and Ghana.
Designing The Enterprise Centre
Friday 15 July | 14.00

Mark Siddall, LEAP
Mark Siddall developed a love for buildings and architecture at the tender
age of twelve. When he’s not doting over his wife, Jen, and daughter,
Hannah, he is an educator, author, researcher and practicing architect with a
growing international reputation. In 2016 he was nominated for the Green
Building Council’s Rising Star Award.
Through his architectural practice LEAP (www.leap4.it) he creates contextual
homes and communities on complex rural sites and in challenging
conservation areas using a contemporary vernacular style. Most of his
clients want homes designed to the Passivhaus Standard or the AECB Silver
Standard.
In 2015 Steel Farm, a house designed by Mark, became the first privately owned Certified Passivhaus in the
North East of England. The house, which went on to win the small projects category at the UK Passivhaus
Awards, is featured in an online documentary. You can watch the documentary at www.PassivhausSecrets.co.uk
Airtightness Pow Wow
Friday 15 July | 14.00

Andy Simmonds AECB Chief Executive Officer
Andy is an architectural designer and sustainable building consultant, having
extensive experience with historic buildings and materials, refurbishment and
new build. His practice Simmonds.Mills Architects has specialised in rammed
earth, innovative timber construction, green materials and delivers projects to
AECB Silver, EnerPHit and Passivhaus Standards.
As part time CEO of the AECB - the sustainable building association, he initiated
and developed the AECB CarbonLite project including the AECB/TSB low energy
buildings database and the CarbonLite Silver/Passivhaus/Gold detail design
guidance.
He was part of the team that set up the AECB's Passivhaus Trust. Simmonds.Mills' non domestic 'BREEAM
Excellent' building in Essex is a certified Passivhaus and his family home in Hereford is a successful low
energy refurbishment - and the first Passivhaus 'EnerPHit' building certified in the UK.
CarbonLite Retrofit: Ambitious, safer retrofit for better, healthier buildings
Friday 15 July | 12.30 With Tina Holt
CarbonLite Retrofit Demo | CLR Certification: Cumberworth case study
Friday 15 July | 14.00 With Bill Butcher and Tim Martel

Michael Swainson, BRE
Michael Swainson PhD. is principal engineer in BRE’s HVAC
Engineering and Building Diagnostics team. Over 20 years experience
designing and undertaking practical investigations into the
performance of heating, ventilation and air conditioning systems within
buildings, both laboratory based and on site. Largely responsible for
implementation of SAP Appendix Q for ventilation products and heat
pumps. Michael was technical author of the; Installation Guidelines for
systems 3 and 4 for the Domestic Ventilation Compliance Guide,
supporting documentation to AD-F, NF46, Overheating in new homes,
and ZCH Solutions to overheating in homes, Evidence review.
Currently testing MVHRs for PHI listing.
Ventilation Pow Wow
Saturday 16 July | 10.30

Stuart Thompson BEng (hons) CEng MICE MCIOB CCM Breeam AP
Soft Landings Champion, Morgan Sindall
Stuart’s career in the Construction industry spans more than 20 years.
He has an exceptionally wide portfolio of experience including site
management, engineering, professional services and for the past
decade, design management and sustainability. He is a BREEAM AP
and has a real interest in a low carbon approach to design. A recent
‘Engineering, Technical Excellence & Innovation’ award winner, Stuart
embraces ‘the alternative approach’ and enjoys a challenging
environment. He is infectiously enthusiastic with very high standards,
which has led him to adopt a Soft Landings approach to all his projects.
Recently, Stuart led the design team to secure construction of The
Enterprise Centre project in Norwich. As a Passivhaus and BREEAM
Outstanding building, the dual certification has pushed the boundaries of
sustainable design and building projects in our built environment.
The Journey to Adapt
Friday 15 July | 11.15

James Todd Architype
James joined Architype in 2000, and became an Associate Director in 2015.
He is passionate about delivering design that builds holistically on
Architype’s pioneering research in Passivhaus, lifecycle carbon, building
performance and user satisfaction. James was the project leader for The
Enterprise Centre at the University of East Anglia, an exemplary low carbon
building certified to both BREEAM Outstanding and Passivhaus standards.
Other recent projects led by James include RUSS, a large-scale Community
Land Trust led self-build development in Lewisham; an Enerphit retrofit of the
Sustainability Centre learning resource centre in Petersfield; Christ Church
Central, a new build Passivhaus church in Sheffield city centre and Holy
Trinity Primary School expansion in Richmond.
The Journey to Adapt
Friday 15 July | 11.15
Designing the Enterprise Centre
Friday 15 July | 14.00

Gary Wilburn HPW Architecture
Gary Wilburn is Director of Design and Sustainability at HPW Architecture,
a multi-disciplined practice founded in 1986 specialising in integrated
sustainable solutions. Working on projects from £100k to £60 million in the
Retail, Leisure, Residential and Commercial sectors, Gary and his team
aim to minimise impact and energy use in the construction and whole life
operation of buildings they design.
In 2008 Gary gained an MSC in Sustainable Building: Performance and
Design at Oxford Brookes University. Focussing on Building Physics,
POE, Bioregional material sourcing and Dynamic Thermal Modeling,
Gary’s knowledge informs the holistic, integrated approach adopted by the
HPW team.
Low Carbon in the Commercial World
Saturday 16 July | 09.30
Gary aims to demonstrate through live and recent project case studies how HPW Architecture are applying
Low Carbon, Low Energy, highly insulated solutions to commercial and large scale projects. He looks forward
to debating the subject with AECB members and discussing how we reach out to a wider and mainstream
audience to adapt a fabric first approach.

